
You may think I must see a lot of these signs where I live in California, but I don't.  I happen to have 
landed—through no plan of mine—in the reddest county in the state.  Not one of these signs anywhere, 
but lots of Trump signs and anti-Biden signs.  Honestly I feel like I am back in Texas, and not in Austin
but in some rural part.  My neighbors are mostly farmers or retired people.  Which is fine with me.  

The idea that California is all blue and all woke is not right at all, and large parts of the state are trying 
to secede, including this county.  Only the areas of LA and San Fran are blue, but they do have millions
of people, so they are the majority.  It is those places you think of when you think of California, if you 
don't live here.  

I guess you have all seen these signs, which started appearing about five years ago. We didn't know it 
then, but that was the sign of the fall.  Or I should say, the accelerated fall.  It had already been 
happening for decades, put into the next gear when the CIA was established in 1947, going into the 
next gear after Watergate, hitting the next gear after 911, then finally hit top gear a few years before 
2020, as they started prepping us for that crash and burn.  When I first saw these signs in my 
neighborhood in Taos, I just thought it was woke neighbors virtue signaling how progressive they 
were, but it wasn't long before I started asking deeper questions.  This had all the earmarks of a project,
rather than just some organic eruption of empathy.  

The second line is the first clue, because it has that illogical stupidity that we have come to recognize as
a sign of Langley.  It really has no content, since it is definitional: OF COURSE women's rights are 
human right, since women are humans.  Was anyone on the right claiming in 2017 that women were 
not human?  If so, I missed it.  But all the lines are like that, aren't they?  Was anyone in 2017 claiming 
black lives don't matter?  Was there some sort of national call for a genocide against blacks that we all 
missed?  What about “science is real”?  Does that make any sense?  No.  No one was claiming in 2017 
that science wasn't real.  They were claiming that some science was being faked, and we know that is 
true because people got caught: the mainstream ended up admitting science was being faked, at places 
like Nature, for instance.  Papers were retracted.  People quit or were fired.  These things happened.  

As if to admit these lines are all just jactation, the last two dissolve completely into tautology and 
falsism.  Love is love is just blather, and kindness is not everything, again by definition.  So that's just 
wasted signage.  Wasted ink.  Empty posing for empty-headed people.



Or is it?  Were these signs ever just the signaling of dupes putting stupid things in their yard, to show 
how little they understood of the English language?   Pretty soon I had come to another conclusion: 
most of these people putting these signs in their yards were actual agents or assets, with ties to 
government.  They had gotten a memo from some department or agency.  It wasn't hard to come to that
conclusion, since in Taos I found they tended to go in the yards of people who worked for the State or 
the Feds in some capacity.  Many had a housemember with links to Los Alamos.  So this was state-
sponsored propaganda, straight up.  Once I figured out that BLM was a CIA front, that just confirmed 
it.  

So what we need is a reply sign.  Someone could make a lot of money marketing these signs, but it 
won't be me because I am not a businessman.  I am just an idea guy.  If you make a million on it, you 
can cut me in if you feel like it.  Here is how it might go:

FAKE SCIENCE IS FAKE
TRANS RIGHTS are MADE UP
UKRAINE=STAGED WAR
VACCINES=GENOCIDE
HISTORY is FICTION
MODERN ART is not ART
CIA YARD SIGN=CIA AGENT
 
Just add color and print.

Here are some others you might use:

BOYCOTT EVERYTHING
PFIZER=DEATH
GAY JEWISH ACTOR FAKED HIS DEATH
PHRY the PHOENICIANS 
TRUISM=TRUISM
IMPEACH EVERYONE
QUESTION EVERYTHING
JUST DON'T DO IT
IT'S A BLUFF
MANDATES=PRETEND LAWS
NO CONSENT
I PREFER NOT TO
STUFF IT TONY


